Ancient World vocab and geography (based on the quiz from 2016-17)

Countries:

1. Afghanistan
2. Iran
3. Iraq
4. Turkey
5. Syria
6. Israel
7. Jordan
8. Saudi Arabia
9. Yemen
10. Oman
11. Egypt
12. Libya
13. Tunisia
14. Algeria

15. Morocco

**Vocabulary**

1. **Republic**: government in which the people elect representatives to make laws

2. **Democracy**: rule by the people; government in which the people vote to make the laws

3. **Oligarchy**: rule by the few; government in which a few people with power and land hold power

4. **Theocracy**: government in which religious authorities make the laws

5. **Western Civilization**:

6. **Polytheism**: worship of many gods

7. **Monotheism**: worship of one god

8. **Confucianism**: a system of philosophical and ethical teachings founded by Confucius in China

9. **Aqueducts**: artificial channel for conveying water, typically in the form of a bridge across a valley or other gap

10. **Philosophy**: study of the fundamental nature of knowledge, reality, and existence
11. **Codification of Law**: putting laws into a system or plan

12. **Empire**: a major political unit having a territory of great extent or a number of territories or peoples under a single sovereign authority

Concepts (based on prehistory standard)

1. Evolution from prehistoric hunter gatherers to civilization (e.g. the river civilizations)